Private Dining
at Fortnum’s
We’re home to the best tables in town. For everything from grand dinners
to intimate suppers, our restaurants, private rooms, experience coordinators and chefs are at your disposal.
“Thank you for organising and the extra, special treatment you afforded me. From
the decorated table and menus to the beautiful roses on the table. I think you went
above and beyond! The food was fantastic! Our compliments to your staff for the
excellent service. It was a memorable and enjoyable experience.”
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24 seated / No standing

The Boardroom

Host to many memorable occasions and famous faces through the years
- including Winston Churchill - our Boardroom is a stunning venue for
dining, drinks and the serious business of tying the knot.

60 seated / 80 standing

The Drawing Room

A light, elegant and beautifully-decorated part of our Diamond Jubilee
Tea Salon, The Drawing Room makes the perfect venue for receptions,
weddings and private dining.

14 seated / 15 standing

The Tasting Room

At the heart of our elegant Diamond Jubilee Tea Salon is The Tasting Room
- a beautifully intimate setting for a private lunch or famous Fortnum's
Afternoon Tea.

12 seated / 15 standing

The Crypt

With dark wood panelling, carved oak furniture and the Royal Arms
above the fire, The Crypt is a wonderfully atmospheric choice for an
intimate dinner, wine tasting or drinks reception.

170 seated / 300 standing

The Diamond Jubilee
Tea Salon

Covering the entirety of our 4th Floor, our Tea Salon is the home of
Afternoon Tea at Fortnum’s. By turns intimate and grand - and decorated
beautifully throughout - it is a truly stunning venue for receptions, parties,
dining and weddings.

130 seated / 150 standing
Light and airy thanks to its floor-to-ceiling sash windows which overlook
both Jermyn and Duke Street. Famous for its always-seasonal menus made
with ingredients from our Food Hall, it is the perfect venue for everything
from drinks receptions to dinner celebrations.

The Gallery

100 standing

The Wine Bar

Situated in the midst of our mouthwatering Food Hall, Fortnum’s Wine
Bar has been called one of London’s best kept secrets - a chic, refined
setting in which to enjoy distinguished wines accompanied by freshlyshucked oysters, fine caviars or cheeses. A versatile spot for any event.

24 seated / 60 standing

3 and 6 Bar

Pronounced ‘3 and 6’ - and named for the historic cost of hiring us to host
your cocktail party - our new 3rd floor bar is a relaxed, stylish home to
superb cocktails, spirits, wine and food. Perfect for drinks receptions and
intimate celebrations.
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